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Abstract

The process B⁺→Bγ has been observed in a sample of approximately 4.1 million hadronic Z⁰ decays collected by the OPAL detector at LEP in the years 1991–1995. Inclusively reconstructed B mesons have been combined with converted photons to reconstruct approximately 1900 B⁺ mesons. The B⁺–B mass difference is found to be

$$\Delta M(B^- - B) = 46.2 \pm 0.3 \pm 0.8 \text{ MeV}/c^2,$$

and the rate of B⁺ meson production relative to that of B mesons is found to be

$$\sigma_{B^+}/\sigma_B = 0.760 \pm 0.036 \pm 0.083,$$

where the first errors are statistical and the second systematic. The angular distribution of the transition photon in the B⁺ rest frame has been measured and the relative contribution of longitudinal B⁺ polarization states found to be

$$\sigma_l/(\sigma_l + \sigma_t) = 0.36 \pm 0.06 \pm 0.07,$$

consistent with a simple spin counting picture. These results average over B⁰, B± and B³ mesons.
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1 Introduction

The $B^*$ is the well-established vector partner of the pseudoscalar $B$ meson, the mass difference between the $B^*$ and $B$ being $\sim 46$ MeV/$c^2$ [1]. Due to the small $B^*$--$B$ mass difference, all strong decays of the $B^*$ are forbidden, implying a branching ratio for the electromagnetic decay $B^* \rightarrow B \gamma$ close to $100\%$. In a simple spin counting model the relative rate of primary vector particle production to the sum of vector plus pseudoscalar production, $V/(V+P)$, would be $0.75$. However in an analysis such as this an effective $V/(V+P)$ is measured that can be defined as the relative measured rate of $B^*$ to $B$ meson production $\sigma_{B^*}/\sigma_B$, where this is the inclusive ratio of the number of observed $B^*$ mesons to the number of observed $B$ mesons. This measured rate differs from primary production expectations due to the contribution of higher resonances, where the relative decay rates to the ground state and excited states are unknown, and from phase-space effects arising from the mass difference between the vector and pseudoscalar states. The same arguments are true of $K^*$ and $D^*$ production, where values much lower than 0.75 are found. Indeed in the $D$ sector even after accounting for higher resonances and phase-space effects, the primary vector to vector plus pseudoscalar rates are measured to be far from $3/4$, as discussed in Reference [2]. Phase-space effects are expected to be negligible for $B$ mesons (since the $B^* - B$ mass splitting is small) and thus the principal uncertainties in the expected production rate arise from the fact that for some higher resonances decays to either the spin 1 or spin 0 ground states are forbidden by spin and parity conservation.

In the measurement described here $B$ mesons have been reconstructed inclusively and combined with converted photons whose energy and momentum is reconstructed from the $e^+$ and $e^-$ tracks. Measurements are presented of the $B^*$--$B$ mass difference and the production rate of the $B^*$ meson relative to that of the $B$ meson, $\sigma_{B^*}/\sigma_B$. Additionally, the relative contribution of the longitudinally polarized $B^*$ state has been measured, using the angular distribution of the photons in the $B^*$ rest frame.

2 The OPAL detector

The OPAL detector has been described elsewhere [3] and will be discussed only briefly here. The central detector consists of three wire chambers: a large volume jet chamber which measures particle trajectories and ionisation energy loss ($dE/dx$), a smaller vertex drift chamber, and a set of planar drift chambers surrounding the jet chamber, oriented to measure the $z$ coordinate. These detectors are operated in a pressure vessel at 4 bar. Between the pressure vessel and a beryllium beam pipe are two layers of silicon strip detectors [4]. In this analysis only information from the strips oriented parallel to the beam axis was used. The entire central detector is inside a uniform axial magnetic field of $0.435$ T. The region outside the coil is instrumented with time-of-flight counters, and in both the barrel and the endcap regions lead-glass electromagnetic calorimeters are preceded by presamplers. The iron return yoke of the magnet is instrumented as a hadron calorimeter, and four layers of muon chambers are located outside the iron.

---

1The OPAL coordinate system is defined with positive $z$ along the electron beam direction and $\theta$ and $\phi$ as the polar and azimuthal angles, respectively. The radial coordinate is denoted by $r$.  

4
3 Event selection and Monte Carlo description

3.1 Event selection

Hadronic $Z^0$ decays are selected using the criteria described in Reference [5]. Charged tracks and electromagnetic clusters not associated with any charged track are grouped into jets using a cone jet algorithm [6]. The primary event vertex is reconstructed using the charged tracks in the event along with knowledge of the average position and effective spread of the $e^+e^-$ collision point.

The analysis is performed on data collected in the vicinity of the $Z^0$ peak from 1991 through 1995. A total of about 4.1 million hadronic events satisfied the event selection criteria.

3.2 Description of the Monte Carlo

Monte Carlo events are used to compare with experimental distributions and to calculate the efficiencies of the selection criteria. The JETSET 7.4 Monte Carlo program [7, 8] was used to generate $Z^0 \rightarrow q\bar{q}$ decays which were processed by the detector simulation program [9].

The fragmentation parametrisation is that of Peterson et al. [10], with $\epsilon_b = 0.0057$ and $\epsilon_c = 0.046$, for b and c quarks, respectively, corresponding to mean scaled energies, $\langle x_E \rangle$, of 0.700 and 0.508. The samples contain $B^*$ mesons generated with mass differences with respect to the corresponding B meson of 46.0, 46.3 and 46.7 MeV/$c^2$ for the u, d and s species, respectively. These values were motivated by measurements of the average mass difference at LEP and elsewhere [1]. All Monte Carlo samples included production of p-wave mesons, with primary production fractions for the b sector of 37% for the u and d states and 39% for the s states. The masses of the four p-wave states were chosen for consistency with both recent measurements of these states at LEP [1, 11, 12], and with the model of Eichten, Hill and Quigg [13], where heavy quark symmetry is used to estimate both masses and widths of such states.

4 Inclusive b hadron reconstruction

The inclusive reconstruction of b hadrons starts with a jet in which a secondary vertex has been found. The following sections describe the secondary vertex selection and the estimators for the b hadron direction and energy. Both the vertex reconstruction and the B energy and momentum estimate use the techniques described in Reference [11].

4.1 Vertex selection

The two highest energy jets in each event are searched for secondary vertices in the $r-\phi$ plane. Secondary vertex candidates are accepted if they contain at least three tracks, are separated from the primary vertex by at least five times the uncertainty in the decay length as calculated.
using the vertex covariances, and if the output value of an artificial neural network designed to reject non-\( b \) background is acceptable.\(^2\) For each secondary vertex candidate the position of the primary vertex is redetermined excluding tracks that were assigned to the secondary vertex.

The positions of the primary and secondary vertices are used to estimate the \( \phi \) angle of the \( b \) hadron momentum vector at production. The calculated uncertainty in this angle, based on the vertex positions and covariances, is required to satisfy \( \sigma_\phi < 0.035 \) radians.

### 4.2 B momentum vector estimation

For each track in a jet containing an accepted secondary vertex a weight is calculated to assess the probability that the track came from the secondary vertex. The weight is given by

\[
\omega' = \frac{R(b/\eta)}{R(b/\eta) + R(d/\sigma)},
\]

where \( R \) is a symmetric function describing the impact parameter significance of the track in the \( r-\phi \) plane with respect to a fitted vertex. The quantities \( b \) and \( \eta \) are the impact parameter and its error with respect to the secondary vertex and \( d \) and \( \sigma \) are the corresponding quantities with respect to the primary vertex. A correction is applied to this weight as a function of track momentum to account for the fact that more tracks come from the secondary than the primary vertex. This corrected weight, \( \omega \), lies in the range \([0,1]\).

The \( b \) hadron momentum reconstruction is performed using these corrected weights. An estimate of the charge of each vertex can be calculated and whilst the charge information provided in this way is not useful for \( B^+ \) reconstruction it can be used to improve the momentum resolution of the \( b \) hadron sample since a good charge measurement is highly correlated to the correct assignment of all tracks in a jet to the appropriate vertex. The accuracy of the vertex charge estimate for each vertex can be gauged by its r.m.s.,

\[
\sigma_q = \left( \sum_{i=1}^{N_{jet}} \omega_i (1 - \omega_i) \right)^{1/2},
\]

where the summation is over the number, \( N_{jet} \), of tracks in the jet.

A cut is made on the quality of the charge reconstruction by demanding that \( \sigma_q < 1.0 \). This cut removes 35% of those vertices passing all other cuts.

The momentum vector of charged particles coming from the \( b \) hadron decay is defined as

\[
P_{\text{vtx}} = \sum_{i=1}^{N_{jet}} \omega_i p_i,
\]

where \( p_i \) is the momentum of track \( i \). \( P_{\text{vtx}} \) serves as an initial estimate of the \( B \) direction. The energies of electromagnetic clusters unassociated with charged tracks and lying within

\(^2\)The neural network has seven input parameters, the most important of which are the decay length, its uncertainty and the vertex multiplicity.
0.4 radians of \( p_{\text{ext}} \) are scaled by 0.7 and their momentum vectors summed to form the vector \( p_{\text{EM}} \). The scaling was found to be appropriate to account for neutral energy not associated with the B decay. The direction of the B is calculated using the \( \phi \) angle defined by the flight vector from the primary to the secondary vertex, and using the polar angle of the vector \( p_{\text{ext}} + p_{\text{EM}} \). The distribution of the difference between the reconstructed and generated \( \phi \) angles of the B meson in the simulation can be described by a fit to the sum of two Gaussians. The standard deviation, \( \sigma \), of the narrower Gaussian is 8 mrad, and 77\% of the entries lie within 3\( \sigma \). The corresponding quantities describing the \( \theta \) resolution are \( \sigma = 15 \) mrad and 91\%, respectively.

The resolution on the measurement of the total energy of the B meson can be improved through the use of a constraint to the LEP beam energy. The knowledge of the total centre-of-mass energy, \( E_{\text{CM}} = 2E_{\text{beam}} \), can be used in conjunction with a measurement of the recoil mass of the rest of the event, \( m_{\text{rec}} \), calculated by adding the momenta of all charged tracks and unassociated electromagnetic clusters not in the jet of the B candidate. For this calculation \( m_{\text{jet}} \) is set to the B mass, 5.279 GeV/\( c^2 \). Thus the jet energy is calculated from

\[
E_{\text{jet}}^{\text{tot}} = \frac{E_{\text{CM}}^2 - m_{\text{rec}}^2 + m_{\text{jet}}^2}{2E_{\text{CM}}}.
\]

The B meson energy is then estimated from this total jet energy minus the energy within the jet attributed to fragmentation

\[
E_B = E_{\text{jet}}^{\text{tot}} - (E_{\text{jet}}^{\text{vis}} - E_{\text{ext}} - E_{\text{EM}}),
\]

where the visible jet energy \( E_{\text{jet}}^{\text{vis}} \) is the sum over all charged tracks and unassociated electromagnetic clusters in the jet and \( E_{\text{ext}} \) is the energy defined analogous to \( p_{\text{ext}} \), summing over \( E_i \), and \( E_{\text{EM}} \) is defined analogous to \( p_{\text{EM}} \). For this calculation the pion mass is assumed for all charged particles. Only vertices with \( E_B > 15 \) GeV and \( E_B/E_{\text{EM}} > 0.65 \) are used in the analysis. The narrower Gaussian from a two Gaussian fit to the difference between the reconstructed and generated \( b \) hadron energy has a width of 2.9 GeV, and 92\% of the entries are contained within 3\( \sigma \). The B meson momentum is given by \( \sqrt{E_B^2 - m_B^2} \), with \( m_B \) fixed to 5.279 GeV/\( c^2 \).

This procedure applied to the \( Z^0 \) data taken in 1991–1995 yields approximately 222000 tagged jets with a \( b \) purity of 91.7\%, as determined from the Monte Carlo. The reconstructed \( b \) hadron momentum distribution is shown in Figure 1 for data and Monte Carlo, where the Monte Carlo distribution has been normalised to the total number of hadronic events analysed in the data.

5 Photon reconstruction

The photon produced in the decay \( B^* \to B\gamma \) has an energy of \( \sim 46 \) MeV in the rest frame of the \( B^* \), limiting its energy in the laboratory to a maximum of about 800 MeV. The mean energy in the laboratory frame of these photons is approximately 350 MeV. Photons that convert
into an $e^+e^-$ pair in the material of the detector are reconstructed by combining the charged tracks of the $e^+e^-$ pair. The conversion probability for photons coming from the decay of the $B^+$ is approximately 8% for photons that convert within the tracking volume, and the resolution for these photons is better than that for unconverted photons reconstructed with the calorimetry. The conversion algorithm selects tracks that have a transverse momentum relative to the beam direction, $p_t$, greater than 50 MeV and a tangent which points back to the primary vertex in the $r$-$\phi$ plane. The point where this tangent meets the track is considered as a potential conversion point. Combinations of all possible pairs of such tracks in an event are made and cuts are applied according to their angular separation at their point of tangency, requiring

- $\Delta \phi < 40$ mrad
- $\Delta \theta < 50$ mrad.

For all pairs of tracks passing these cuts a pseudo $\chi^2$ is constructed from properties of the two individual tracks. This utilises $\theta$, $\phi$ and $R$, the distance (in the $r$-$\phi$ plane) from the origin to the point on a given track where the tangent to the track passing through the primary vertex meets it. The pseudo $\chi^2$ has the form

$$\chi^2 = \left( \frac{\Delta \theta}{\sigma_\theta} \right)^2 + \left( \frac{\Delta \phi}{\sigma_\phi} \right)^2 + \left( \frac{\Delta R}{\sigma_R} \right)^2.$$ 

The resolutions $\sigma_\theta$ and $\sigma_\phi$ have been determined from Monte Carlo and $\sigma_R$ is the sum in quadrature of the errors on $R$ for each of the two tracks.

Pairs of selected tracks passing these cuts are combined, the conversion point fitted in the $r$-$\phi$ plane and the momentum components of the two tracks summed at this point to give the photon energy, $E_\gamma$. The $z$ position of this vertex is fitted independently and the reconstructed photon vector is constrained to the $z$ coordinate of the primary vertex to improve the accuracy of the $\theta$ determination. The flight direction of the photon is calculated relative to the primary vertex and the candidate rejected if this points towards the primary vertex, rather than away from it.

The following cuts are made on the conversion candidate

- Distance of conversion point from primary vertex > 2 cm
- Invariant mass of the $e^+e^-$ pair < 0.1 GeV/c$^2$.

The conversion candidates are ordered by pseudo $\chi^2$ and pairs selected in order of lowest $\chi^2$, with no track used more than once. No absolute cut on $\chi^2$ is applied. An average of 0.8 conversions are selected per hadronic event.

Figure 2 shows the efficiency and purity of the conversion algorithm as a function of energy, $E_\gamma$, for photons with $E_\gamma < 1$ GeV, as estimated by Monte Carlo. In this figure efficiency is defined as the fraction of all photons that convert within the OPAL tracking detectors (i.e. at
a radius less than 180 cm) that are successfully reconstructed. The purity is the fraction of the conversion sample where the reconstructed $e^+$ and $e^-$ tracks each arise from separate tracks of the same converted photon.

The total efficiency of the algorithm for reconstructing photons from the decay $B^* \to B\gamma$ is estimated by the Monte Carlo simulation to be $(1.41 \pm 0.01) \%$, where this error is statistical.

Fits to the difference between the reconstructed and generated photon energy in Monte Carlo have been made using the sum of two Gaussians of the same mean. The narrower Gaussian has a width of 13 MeV, and 78% of the entries are contained within 3σ. Similar fits to the $\phi$ and $\theta$ resolutions give values of 3 mrad (76%) and 8 mrad (69%), respectively.

6 Reconstruction of $B^* \to B\gamma$ decays

Reconstructed B mesons and photon conversions are combined if they lie in the same hemisphere as defined by the event thrust axis. Three kinematic variables are involved in the determination of the mass difference between the vector and pseudoscalar B mesons: the B momentum, the photon energy and the angle between the B meson and the photon. The mass difference is given to a good approximation by

$$\Delta M(B^* - B) = M(B^*) - M(B) \simeq E_\gamma \gamma_B (1 - \beta_B \cos \alpha),$$

where $E_\gamma$ is the energy of the photon, $\gamma_B$ and $\beta_B$ are the Lorentz factors of the B meson, and $\alpha$ is the opening angle between the reconstructed B and photon directions. The resolution on the mass difference is dominated by the measurement of the opening angle between the photon and the B, and this in turn is dominated by the resolution on the B direction.

6.1 The $\Delta M$ measurement

The mass difference $\Delta M$ between the $B^*$ and B mesons is calculated by combining the reconstructed B meson with the conversion photon and subtracting the nominal B mass of 5.279 GeV/$c^2$. The shape of the background is taken from the Monte Carlo simulation. The $\Delta M$ distribution observed in the data is shown in Figure 3, with a fit to the Monte Carlo estimation of the background. The dominant contribution to the background, as determined by Monte Carlo simulations, is the random combination of B mesons with converted photons from $\pi^0$ decays. The Monte Carlo background has been fitted and normalised to the number of data entries in the sideband region $0.1$ GeV/$c^2 < \Delta M < 0.2$ GeV/$c^2$. A technique to model the shape of this background using light quark events, to confirm the accuracy of the Monte Carlo simulation, has been developed and is discussed in Section 7.2.

A fit is made to the data plus background, using the functional form for the background obtained from the Monte Carlo\textsuperscript{3}. The signal is fitted with the sum of a Gaussian and an

\textsuperscript{3}The functional form used is $(P_1 + P_2 x + P_3 x^2) \times (1 - e^{(P_4 x + P_5 x^2)})$, where $P_i$ are the five fitted parameters.
asymmetric Gaussian\textsuperscript{4}, where both are constrained to have the same peak position. The simple Gaussian has a width of $5.5 \pm 0.5 \text{ MeV}/c^2$, and the asymmetric Gaussian widths of $14.6 \pm 1.7$ and $18.0 \pm 5.0 \text{ MeV}/c^2$, the two distributions being approximately equally populated. The fit to the data signal and the background subtracted plot are shown in Figure 3.

The result of the fit to the mass difference is

$$\Delta M(B^* - B) = 46.2 \pm 0.3(\text{ stat.}) \text{ MeV}/c^2,$$

where this measurement averages over all flavours of B mesons.

6.2 Measurement of the $B^*/B$ production rate

The relative production rate is defined as the number of $B^*$ mesons produced as a fraction of the total number of $B$ mesons, and can be calculated from the number of observed $B^*$ mesons $N_{B^*}$ via

$$\frac{\sigma_{B^*}}{\sigma_B} = \frac{N_{B^*}}{(N_{jets}, \eta_b, \epsilon_\gamma, f_B)}.$$  

Here $N_{jets}$ is the number of jets selected by the jet and vertex cuts, $\eta_b$ is the purity of the b-jet sample, $\epsilon_\gamma$ is the total efficiency for reconstructing photons from the process $B^* \rightarrow B\gamma$, and $f_B$ is the fraction of all b quarks that fragment to mesons.

The number of $B^*$ mesons observed in the 222000 jets selected is taken from the result of the fit to the data in Section 6.1. In the combined 1991 to 1995 OPAL data 1894 $\pm$ 89 $B^*$ candidates are reconstructed. The photon reconstruction efficiency is measured in Monte Carlo to be $(1.41 \pm 0.01)\%$, and the b purity to be $(91.7 \pm 0.1)\%$, where these errors are statistical.

The value of $f_B$ used here has been obtained through a combination of results from LEP experiments [14, 15] and is $(86.8 \pm 4.1)\%$.

The relative production rate is measured to be

$$\frac{\sigma_{B^*}}{\sigma_B} = 0.760 \pm 0.036(\text{ stat.}).$$

7 Systematic errors

7.1 Signal shape

The Monte Carlo has been used to determine an appropriate shape for fits to the signal and to confirm that the reconstruction procedure introduces no biases in the $\Delta M$ measurement.

\textsuperscript{4}The asymmetric Gaussian is a Gaussian bifurcated at the peak position. It thus has the form

$$f(x) = \frac{2}{(\sigma_1 + \sigma_2) \sqrt{2\pi}} \begin{cases} 
  e^{-(x-x_0)^2/2\sigma_1^2} & \text{for } x < x_0, \\
  e^{-(x-x_0)^2/2\sigma_2^2} & \text{for } x \geq x_0
\end{cases}$$
The Monte Carlo $B^*$ signal has been fitted with the sum of a Gaussian and an asymmetric Gaussian (see Section 6.1) constrained to the same peak position, as is done for the data. The fit to the Monte Carlo signal is shown in Figure 4. However the shape of the signal in Monte Carlo is somewhat different from that in the data. In the Monte Carlo the tail towards lower values of the mass difference is seen to be significantly smaller than that in the data. Other resolutions seen in the data are well described by the Monte Carlo. Threshold effects are believed to introduce the asymmetry in the signal, and the discrepancy between Monte Carlo and data is thought to be due to inadequacies in the modelling of the effects of radiation from the $e^+e^-$ tracks of the converted photon. This mismodelling can also be seen in the invariant mass distribution of converted photon pairs in the region below the $\pi^0$ mass (see Section 7.3 below).

The uncertainty arising from ambiguity over the precise signal shape has been quantified by repeating the fit to the data with the shape constrained to that seen in the Monte Carlo. This exercise results in a change in the fitted $B^* - B$ mass difference of 0.1 MeV/$c^2$, and an uncertainty in the number of $B^*$ candidates of $\pm 30$, equivalent to an error of $\pm 1.6\%$. The fit constrained to the shape seen in the Monte Carlo has a $\chi^2$ of 1.5, 25% higher than that in the standard free fit, described in Section 6.1.

### 7.2 The fit procedure

The shape of the background and the accuracy with which this is duplicated by the Monte Carlo have been studied using a light quark sample to simulate the combinatorial background under the $B^*$ peak. Identical cuts to those applied to the $B^*$ sample are used but with the cut on the secondary vertex separation removed and the $b$-tagging neural network demand reversed so that events not passing the cut are accepted. In this way an anti-$b$ selection is made. Vertices and photons are then reconstructed in an identical way to the $B^*$ analysis. This yields a sample of events with similar properties to the $B^*$ sample but of very low $b$ purity. The distribution of the measured mass difference in these events is shown in Figure 5, where it has been compared with a Monte Carlo sample produced using the same technique and with the Monte Carlo sample used to model the background in the fit to the $B^*$ signal. All distributions agree reasonably well. Figure 5a is used to quantify Monte Carlo-data agreement, using the light quark sample, and Figure 5b to demonstrate that the light quark sample is a useful sample for studying systematic effects due to the Monte Carlo background used in the analysis.

The errors arising from remaining uncertainties in the background shape are quantified by scaling the Monte Carlo background by the ratio of the data to the normalised Monte Carlo distribution from the light quark fake background sample. Thus the fake background is used only as a way of quantifying the uncertainty in the agreement between data and Monte Carlo and does not directly enter into the fit to the signal. The fit to the $B^*$ signal is then repeated using this bin-by-bin scaled background. The results of this fit differ by 0.3 MeV/$c^2$ in the mass difference and 5.0% in the production rate. These differences are assigned as systematic errors.

The statistical error on the normalisation in the sideband region is 0.4%, which contributes
0.8% to the uncertainty on the number of $B^*$ mesons. There is an additional error on the $B^*$ production rate of 2% arising from uncertainties in the parametrisation of the Monte Carlo background shape. Both effects are a negligible contribution to the error on the $\Delta M$ ($B^*$–$B$) measurement. The sum of uncertainties on the production rate arising from the fit and background shape is 5.4%.

7.3 Photon energy calibration

The energy scale of the reconstructed conversion photons has been checked by examining the value of the fitted invariant mass of $\pi^0$ peaks formed by pairs of converted photons. In the Monte Carlo the generated $B^*$−$B$ mass difference is reconstructed accurately without bias, and so limits can be put on the accuracy of conversion reconstruction by determining the precision with which the Monte Carlo duplicates the $\pi^0$ mass found in the data. Combinations are made of pairs of reconstructed conversions where one of those conversions has an energy consistent with the spectrum from $B^* \rightarrow B\gamma$ (i.e. 100 MeV < $E_\gamma$ < 800 MeV) and fits are made to these distributions to reconstruct the $\pi^0$ invariant mass.

The fits are made using a quadratic polynomial to describe the background and an asymmetric Gaussian (see Section 7.1) for the $\pi^0$ mass peak. The asymmetric function is necessary to account for the effect of radiative losses from the $e^+$ and $e^-$ tracks of the conversions that produce a tail on the low energy side of the $\pi^0$ mass peak. These fits are shown for data and Monte Carlo in Figure 6. The difference between Monte Carlo and data in the description of the radiative energy losses can also be seen in the $B^*$ signal distributions (see Section 7.1).

The fitted values of the peak positions found in Monte Carlo and data are compared. In the data a fitted $\pi^0$ mass of 134.0 ± 1.5 MeV/$c^2$ is found, whilst in the Monte Carlo the same fit yields a value of 134.9 ± 0.8 MeV/$c^2$. These are consistent within errors and so the sum in quadrature of the uncertainties on these fits is taken to represent the knowledge of the accuracy of the converted photon energy scale. This is 1.7 MeV/$c^2$, corresponding to 1.3% of the $\pi^0$ mass.

This uncertainty has been applied to the final $B^*$ sample by scaling the photon energy by ±1.3%, resulting in the same relative change in the measured mass difference of ±0.6 MeV/$c^2$.

7.4 Photon efficiency

Studies of the relative yield of photons in data and Monte Carlo indicate that the conversion rate in the data is duplicated in the Monte Carlo to within 2.8%, the Monte Carlo being in deficit. Photons in hadronic events are dominated by those coming from $\pi^0$ decays. The total $\pi^0$ rate in $Z^0$ decays has been measured [16] to a precision of 4.8%, and seen to agree well with the JETSET predictions. The precision of these measurements is taken as a measure of the uncertainty in the photon production rate in the Monte Carlo.

The photon efficiency is a strong function of the photon energy, and so the spin alignment of the $B^*$ is considered as a source of uncertainty on this efficiency. The average of the $B^*$ spin alignment measurements made at LEP [1] and that measurement made in Section 8
is consistent with no spin alignment: \( \sigma_l/(\sigma_l + \sigma_t) = 0.33 \pm 0.04 \). The Monte Carlo used to calculate the photon acceptance generates \( B^* \) mesons with no spin alignment. Recalculating the photon efficiency in the Monte Carlo with the spin alignment constrained to lie within this range results in an additional uncertainty of \( \pm 5.0\% \). Summing the uncertainties arising from differences in the data and Monte Carlo conversion yield, the knowledge of the photon production rate and the spin alignment uncertainty gives a total uncertainty in the photon efficiency of \( \pm 7.5\% \).

### 7.5 b purity

Systematic errors on the purity of the b hadron sample arise from uncertainties in the Monte Carlo including potential inaccuracies in the fragmentation functions used in the Monte Carlo prescription.

The size of any systematic uncertainty arising from the mismodelling of the b purity in the Monte Carlo is derived from the stability of the relative \( B^* \) production rate as a function of the b purity. The analysis has been repeated varying the cut on the artificial neural network output variable that largely determines the b purity. This results in an error of 3.0\% being assigned to the production rate measurement, equivalent to an error of approximately 30\% on the total non-b background fraction. The b purity has also been calculated from the data using a double tagging method and this is seen to be in good agreement with the purity estimated using the Monte Carlo.

There is a possibility that radiative decays of excited heavy baryons could contribute to the observed spectrum of photons in an inclusively reconstructed sample of b hadrons. However recent estimates suggest that the mass splitting between such states and non-excited b baryons is much smaller than the observed \( B^*\)–\( B \) splitting and that the production rate for such states is very small [17].

### 7.6 Mean B momentum

The accuracy of the b hadron momentum reconstruction has been investigated by repeating the analysis on the Monte Carlo using the generated photon four-vector and the reconstructed \( B \) meson to form \( B\gamma \) combinations. This reproduces the generated \( B^*\)–\( B \) mass difference with no bias. However it is found that there is a systematic shift in the mean reconstructed \( B \) momentum, relative to the generated value, of approximately +500 MeV/c.

It is assumed that this effect may arise from the limitations of the b hadron reconstruction algorithm in correctly assigning tracks to vertices in the event, \textit{i.e.} tracks may be systematically misassigned either to the b hadron or as fragmentation products. To investigate this phenomenon the Monte Carlo has been used to duplicate the effect of such ‘track swapping’, on the assumption that the 500 MeV/c shift can be modelled as the misassignment of one track with approximately this momentum. In each jet used in the analysis a search is made for a track with a momentum of this order that is clearly assigned to the b hadron, \textit{i.e.} with a weight \( \omega > 0.6 \). The weight of that track is then set to zero, \textit{i.e.} it is unambiguously
assigned as a fragmentation track). A similar exercise has been performed to move fragmentation tracks into the hadron. In addition to duplicating a possible cause of the observed momentum bias, this technique also serves as a test of the sensitivity of the reconstruction algorithm to such misassignments. A total error on the mass difference of ±0.5 MeV/c² is assigned.

The systematic errors on the mass difference and production rate measurements are summarised in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$\Delta(\Delta M)$, MeV/c²</th>
<th>$\Delta(\sigma_{B^*}/\sigma_B)$, %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$f_B$</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monte Carlo</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fit &amp; normalisation</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>5.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>photon $E$ calibration</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>photon efficiency</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$b$ purity</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mean $p_B$</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>total</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.8</strong></td>
<td><strong>10.9</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Contributions to the systematic uncertainty on the measurement of the $B^*-B$ mass difference and the $B^*$ relative production rate measurement.

8 B* helicity analysis

Since the $B^*-\to B\gamma$ decay is electromagnetic, parity is conserved in this process. Thus, whilst the polarization of $B^*$ mesons cannot be deduced from angular distributions, information on the $B^*$ spin alignment can. $B^*$ mesons are vector particles and so can be described by the polarization states ±1 and 0 along their flight direction. The decays of the transverse polarization states, ±1, follow an angular distribution given by $\frac{1}{3}(1 + \cos^2 \theta^*)$, where $\theta^*$ is the angle between the produced photon and the $B^*$ flight direction, in the $B^*$ rest frame. The decays of the longitudinal polarization state, 0, follow an angular distribution given by $\sin^2 \theta^*$. Spin counting suggests that the cross-section for the transverse states, $\sigma_t$, should be twice that of the longitudinal state, $\sigma_L$, and the $\cos \theta^*$ distribution should be flat. In such a picture $\sigma_t/(\sigma_t + \sigma_L) = 1/3$.

This behaviour has been investigated by examining the differential cross-section of the photon boosted into the $B^*$ frame. Measurements of the helicity structure of the $B^*$ meson have been extracted by fitting the relative contribution of the transverse and longitudinal states to the angular distribution of the photon in this frame.

The observed $B^*$ meson sample is divided into 10 bins of $\cos \theta^*$, and the production rate analysis performed independently for each of these bins. The background estimation and fitting procedure is as performed on the entire data sample. Bin-by-bin acceptance corrections
are applied using measurements of photon efficiency extracted from Monte Carlo. The acceptance corrected result is shown in Figure 7. Only those errors uncorrelated bin-to-bin are shown on this figure and included in the fit to the data, since correlated errors do not affect the result of the spin alignment measurement. The photon efficiency is a sufficiently strong function of $E_\gamma$ (see Section 5) that no meaningful measurement can be made for $\cos\theta^*$ below -0.4, where the laboratory frame photon energy is low.

The systematic errors on this plot are dominated by those terms arising from uncertainties in the photon acceptance as a function of the estimated helicity angle, $\theta^*$. The systematic errors from both the photon acceptance correction and the uncertainty in the background subtraction are estimated by comparing the Monte Carlo and data $\cos\theta^*$ distributions. The sideband region $0.1 \text{ GeV}/c^2 < \Delta M < 0.2 \text{ GeV}/c^2$ contains almost no contribution from the $B^*$ and so is used to quantify discrepancies in the shape of the two distributions, as shown in Figure 8. In this figure $\theta^*$ refers to the apparent photon-$B^*$ angle in the $B^*$ frame were these to be signal events. A systematic difference in the number of decays selected in data and Monte Carlo as a function of $\cos\theta^*$ is seen. The largest discrepancy between bins is $\pm 5\%$, and this is taken as the uncertainty on each bin in $\cos\theta^*$. There are significant contributions to the errors arising from the limited statistics of the Monte Carlo used in the bin-by-bin acceptance calculation, and in the background estimation.

This photon differential cross-section distribution has been fitted to the sum of the transverse and longitudinally polarized helicity states to yield their relative contribution. The relative fraction of the longitudinally polarized $B^*$ state is measured to be

$$\frac{\sigma_l}{(\sigma_l + \sigma_t)} = 0.36 \pm 0.06(\text{stat.}) \pm 0.07(\text{syst.})$$

and is entirely consistent with a simple spin counting picture. An analysis of this result in terms of the spin density matrix of the $B^*$ meson is presented in [18].

9 Summary and conclusions

The OPAL data taken during running between 1991 and 1995 in the vicinity of the $Z^0$ have been analysed to observe the $B^*$ meson via the process $B^* \rightarrow B\gamma$. The $B$ meson has been reconstructed inclusively and the photon reconstructed where it has converted into an $e^+e^-$ pair. The 4.1 million hadronic events of the data sample yielded $1894 \pm 89$ $B^*$ candidates.

The $B^*$–$B$ mass difference and the relative production rate of the $B^*$ meson have been measured to be

$$\Delta M(B^* - B) = 46.2 \pm 0.3(\text{stat.}) \pm 0.8(\text{syst.}) \text{ MeV}/c^2$$

and

$$\frac{\sigma_{B^*}}{\sigma_B} = 0.760 \pm 0.036(\text{stat.}) \pm 0.083(\text{syst.})$$

respectively, where these measurements average over all $B$ meson states formed with $u$, $d$ and $s$ quarks. These are seen to be consistent with current world averages of $\Delta M(B^* - B) = 45.7 \pm 0.4 \text{ MeV}/c^2$, and $\frac{\sigma_{B^*}}{\sigma_B} = 0.75 \pm 0.04$, [15].
Additionally, the relative contribution of the longitudinally polarized $B^*$ state has been measured, using the angular distribution of the photons in the $B^*$ rest frame, to be

$$\frac{\sigma_l}{(\sigma_l + \sigma_t)} = 0.36 \pm 0.06(\text{stat.}) \pm 0.07(\text{syst.}),$$

consistent with the value expected from a spin counting picture.
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Figure 1: The reconstructed B hadron momentum distribution. The data are represented by points and the histogram represents the Monte Carlo simulation.

Figure 2: The efficiency and purity of the converted photon sample, as a function of the energy of the photon, as estimated by Monte Carlo simulation.
Figure 3: The $B^*$-$B$ mass difference distribution in data with a) a fit to the $B^*$ signal plus the Monte Carlo background estimate, and b) the fit to the $B^*$ signal with that background subtracted.
Figure 4: The $B^*-B$ mass difference distribution reconstructed in the Monte Carlo for true $B^*-B$ decays. The values of the fitted resolutions are shown: $\sigma_1$ is the width of the Gaussian, and $\sigma_2$ and $\sigma_3$ are the lower and upper widths of the asymmetric Gaussian, respectively.
Figure 5: A comparison of the light quark, fake background (see text) from data (points) with a) the same distribution in Monte Carlo and, b) the Monte Carlo background used in the fit to the B* signal.
Figure 6: Fits to invariant mass distributions near the $\pi^0$ mass obtained by combining pairs of reconstructed conversions, for a) data and b) Monte Carlo. In each case the top plot shows a fit to the $\pi^0$ signal plus background and the lower plot shows the background subtracted signal. The discrepancy between the widths of the lower mass side of the distributions mirrors that seen between the $B^*$ signal in data and Monte Carlo.
Figure 7: The acceptance and efficiency corrected angular distribution of the photon from the \( B^* \) decay in the rest frame of the \( B^* \). (Only those errors uncorrelated bin-to-bin are shown.) The line shows the angular distribution that is expected from the relative contribution of transverse and longitudinal polarization states as determined from the fit to the data.

Figure 8: The measured \( \cos \theta^* \) distribution of decays in the sideband region (0.1 GeV/\( c^2 \) < \( \Delta M(B^* - B) \) < 0.2 GeV/\( c^2 \)) for data (points) and Monte Carlo (histogram).